Bay Area Prabasi Inc.
Durga Puja 2007, Oct 12, 13 & 14
Terms and Conditions for Booth Rentals
1. Bay Area Prabasi Board, (henceforth called BAPI shall approve all Contracts
with Vendors. BAPI reserves the right to cancel any contracts, at anytime, or
make alternate arrangements.
2. BAPI will provide each vendor with approx. 8’X10’ space with (approx. 6feet
table), two chairs and general room lighting in the designated area. Vendors
must return this space in a clean, “as received” condition without any damage or
defacement.
3. BAPI will not assume any responsibility for any loss, theft or damage of
vendor’s merchandise.
5. BAPI will not allow any illegal sale of items including pirated Videos or Audios.
In case a vendor sells illegal items without BAPI knowledge vendor will be
responsible for any consequences
6. Vendors will be permitted to sell only that merchandise that is approved by
BAPI Board
7. Vendors will not sublet or share their authorized space without written approval
from BAPI. You cannot share the booth.
8. Vendors should clearly mention in the application form, the type of
merchandise that will be sold.
9. Vendors are not permitted to be engaged in any activity (such as display,
lectures, canvassing, pamphlet distribution, etc.) which could be construed as an
attempt to propagate any religious faith, or to advance any political cause or to
create a communal bitterness.
10. Vendors must refrain from any activity, which could create a chemical or fire
hazard (such as use of open flame, storage of combustibles or hazardous
chemicals, tampering with electrical lines, etc.) or loud noise (e.g. speakers, etc)
that could disturb other vendors or the normal procedures of the Mela or display
or usage of any equipment which could be a safety hazard to public. In case a
vendor fails to comply and display hazardous items without BAPI knowledge
vendor is responsible for any damage or any legal suit
11. Booths will only be booked on receipt of full payments. Booths will be allotted
three days before the event.
12. Booths will be rented out only for three days – Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
no separate price for each day each day.
13. Friday is optional since the number of people visiting the Mela is much lesser
than Saturday and Sunday.
14. All Booths need to be attended all the time during the festival hours.
15. All booth rentals are final and NO REFUND.
.
Dated:_________________ Vendor’s Signature:______________________________

Fax it to 510-745-8787

